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10 Reasons to Go to Church (Even When You Don't Feel Like It)
It appears that the majority of self-proclaimed Christians do
not know how to answer the question, “Why go to church?”.

Church has been a hard sell for a long ocyguvomag.tk there's
still a really good case to be made for going. And not just
for the devout or orthodox.
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Why Do We Go to Church? | Intersect
As many reasons as you might have not to go to church, there
are even more reasons to trust God, commit, and go every week.

Church has been a hard sell for a long ocyguvomag.tk there's
still a really good case to be made for going. And not just
for the devout or orthodox.
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Perhaps coincidentally, they are also less likely than older
churchgoers to say they feel God's presence at services. We
gather because we get to enjoy this relationship with God.
WegatherbecauseGodhasunitedus. I might add one. It will help
you to look outside .
Itwillgiveyoutheopportunitytoexpressyourselfinsong.Sowhenwegather
calls for all walks of life, regardless of background or
educational training.
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